Stephen Barber

Performance archives are never static or closed entities, even when

of oscillation, often through the interconnections of performance with
other media. For such an upheaval to be perceived, the originating art
work must also somehow still be present or remembered, in one form
ing-image, photographic, digital-media and visual-arts cultures, often
and memorial dimensions of performance, along with its traces and
-

-
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reworking of archival performance materials and documents – as spectacles within art-museum spaces.
Hijikata Twist
. This project focuses on the work
of the Japanese choreographer and performance-theorist Tatsumi Hijikata, who instigated the celebrated performance-art form known as
1

of the 1950s, and developed his work across the 1960s and 1970s,
ond half of the 1960s, Hijikata also began working in the medium
of the scrapbook – that is, accumulating ideas and plans for ongoing
materials” into his large-format scrapbooks’ pages, and then annotating them with texts, diagrams and drawings which he conceived of as
solo performance work Revolt of the Flesh. But those scrapbook texts
were not direct counterparts to the gestures or movements of dance –
tions, across time and space.
visual materials in his scrapbooks. Thirteen of Hijikata’s scrapbooks are
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in Berlin in 2013, during his research in developing his Hijikata project. Hawkins’
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lost or discarded, but those archived scrapbooks are those which have
– for example, those of the photographic and moving-image innovator,

Through the art project of Richard Hawkins, Hijikata Twist, a new
set of scrapbooks were made, which work to emulate or to recreate
original scrapbooks; he commissioned translations into English of the
contents of those original scrapbooks are amended and “restaged” –
Hawkins often chose his own contents of illustrations to incorporate,

– and also alongside the original art works that had inspired Hijikata
Bacon and Bellmer. A complex tension is generated, between the conoriginal aura and presence of the archival documents of performance.
A further tension – or contradiction – emerges between the dimension
in Hawkins’ work of a reverential, research-based process in recreating
subvert or to pervert them – in Hawkins’ own term in his exhibition’s
title, to “twist” them.
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exhibited for spectators in the spatial environment of an art-museum,
and through a process that might be seen as combining performance
and visual art? For Hawkins, the original artefacts of Hijikata’s scrapsuch a process. In a conversation on his project, Hawkins commented:
Guernica
for example: Hijikata eviscerates the piece [in his scrapbook], ignoring
the painter’s original intentions, cutting out the parts he likes, tossing
This kind of tension that underpins Hawkins’ project on Hijikata’s
scrapbooks – pitched between veneration and subversive appropriation
-

scale exhibitions of what could be seen as the detrita of performance
cultures; the formative model for such exhibitions was the one entitled

wide between 1945 and 1979 in such forms as performance scores,
documented in the exhibition had been conceived as being autonomous,

both contravened or “twisted” the original intentions of such works,
-
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In the case of the particular performance materials at stake in Richard Hawkins’ restaging of Hijikata’s archive, that ambivalence between
-

form a preferential medium for launching ideas into performances,
preserved and also digitised, as with Hijikata’s scrapbooks, or those
material for the transmission of ideas into spaces, whether spaces of
openness towards its own appropriation, subversion, and deletion. One
particular transformation which an archival scrapbook endures – in its
prominent art museum such as the Tate, subject to economic valuation
(as well as spectatorial engagement) – that is, in opposition to its previous status as the detrital residue of performance, often fortunate to
have even been preserved at all, as in the case of Hijikata’s scrapbooks.
In Hijikata Twist
work, rather than that of Hijikata: the emphasis is on the project of the
remains present in the exhibition space, in the form of several examples of Hijikata’s archived scrapbooks, but the pre-eminent spectacle
is that of the intermedial process of transformation itself. A dissolution
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or upending of hierarchies is at stake, between the original scrapbook
and its simulation.
es, but can also propel that performance into another arena of time and
For example, the notorious mid-1960s performances of the Vienna AcAt the same time, Kren imposed his own particular set of intentions
an excess of cuts, that the Action Group performers then perceived
sense, through a perversion of the habitual process of performance’s

is also present in Hawkins’ project with the scrapbooks of Hijikata.
a number of Hawkins’ exhibited works, he creates scrapbooks which
he conceives as those which Hijikata would ideally have wanted to
reservoir of illustrations within the Japanese art-magazines that formed
his main source for the visual materials he incorporated into his scrapbook pages. In conversation, Hawkins commented on this process: «I

spectral sense, transmitting while also perverting an original corporeas well as someone working with the
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emerging from new forms of digital media. One manifestation of the
proliferating excess which digital media instil into Hawkins’ project is
that digital technologies enabled him to create 150 scrapbooks for his
exhibition, that is, ten times or more the total number of the original
archival documents of Hijikata’s scrapbooks.
As well as working with ideas of the boundaries of collage and of
the overhauling of performance traces, Hawkins’ engagement with the
ian refugee camps, as a «loving captive» («un captif amoureux») – a
er most captivates him . In the textual element of several of Hawkins’
2

creates a genealogical lineage which sustains concerns – with corporeAs a restaging of Hijikata’s scrapbooks and their preoccupations,
within art-museum spaces, Hawkins’ project Hijikata Twist forms an
expansion of the archival materials of performance cultures, but also
ations that are also integral to histories both of performance art and of
act

Genet’s book dealing with his time in the Palestinian camps is titled in French
Un Captif Amoureux
2
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riences. Hijikata Twist
.

3

,
Third Mind,
exhibition catalogue, Chicago, Art Institute of Chicago, 2010; Tatsumi Hijikata,
3

Duckling Presse, 2015; Takashi Morishita, Hijikata Tatsumi’s Notational Butoh,

